P. Ptak [2] has defined a sum of a Boolean algebra and a quantum logic (i.e. an orthomodular lattice). In this paper we study a homomorphism on this structure. The main result is the relationship between homomorphism on the Ptak's sum that can be defined by finite homomorphisms on the quantum logic and the cardinality of the Boolean algebra.
Introduction
Recall that ( [1] , [5] ) an orthomodular lattice is a partially ordered set with the first and the last elements 0 and 1 resp., with the orthocomplementation J. : L -> L such that Here the name "quantum logic" (or shortly "logic") will be used instead of orthomodular lattice. 
(If L is a-complete then we say that a state m on L is a-state or a measure). Let Xi, Z-2 be some logics. Then a mapping / : L\ -* ¿2 is a homomorphism, if
Further a mapping / : B(R) -• L2 which is a-homomorphism will be called an observable. If a mapping / : Li -• L2 is injective homomorphism and / -1 is homomorphism then / is called an embedding provided / : Li -• L2 is an isomorphism [5] .
Summing a Boolean algebra and quantum logic
Summing of a Boolean algebra and quantum logic has been defined by P. Ptak [2] and studied in Janis and Riecanova [4] and Janis [3] . First we introduce the definition. The structure of quantum logic B ® L\ has been studied in [2] , [3] . In the sequel we will mention only the main properties of this structure. Thus for any a G B © L\ there exists the orthogonal decomposition 1 from B Ci,..., c n and ax, ,a n G t>i such that PROPOSITION It is clear that Y is the homomorphism from L into B © L2.
]). If L\ is a lattice and B is a Boolean algebra then C(B 8 = B © C(Li

(Theorem 5.1 [4]). Let B be an atomic Boolean algebra with n atoms and L\ be logic. Then the sum B © Li is isomorphic to the direct product Li X L\X ... x L\ (n-times).
Homomorphism on B © L\
If y is an observable on some quantum logic then the spectrum of y is defined as the smallest closed set a(y) such that y(a(y)) = 1. PROPOSITION Table 1 It is evident that for any i,j we get is generated by a triple (c,y, n) iff B is a finite Boolean algebra.
Let Li be a-complete quantum logic and Y = (c,y,N) be an observable into B © L\. Then <r(Y) = (J^ a (yi).
Proof. Let A = a(Y)
Proof. It is well known the fact that any Boolean algebra can be embedded to the Boolean a-algebra (MacNeille completion). Is clear that for two Boolean algebras Bq,B\ such that Bq C B\, Bq © L ^ B\ © L. It is sufficient to prove this proposition for Boolean <7-algebra.
From Proposition 1.3 we know that if the Boolean algebra is finite then B © ¿1 -Li x Li x ... x L\. And it is clear that any homomorphism can be written as Y"(c,y, n), where n is cardinality of the set of all atoms from B. Our plan is to show, that for infinite B there exists such homomorphism Y which cannot be written as y(c,y, n).
Let B is not finite but it is a-complete. Then there exists a countable decomposition 1. Let ói,&2>---is such subset of B. Let us denote yi : B(R l ) -• Li the homomorphism on Li, which be defined as following:
Now, we defined map in this way:
In the sequel we will show that It is enough to assume that E n F = 0. Let us denote
From the definition of supremum we have
After using the obvious calculus we get the following table 2.
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O. Nanasiova Hence K(c, y) is a homomorphism and there is natural number n such that Y(c, y, n) = F(c, y). And from Proposition 2.2 it follows that for an infinite Boolean algebra there is such a homomorphism, which cannot be generated by a triple (c, y, ra). Now we can state that our proposition is proved. •
Y{c,y)(E)yY{c,y)(F) = [(^(F) A (B.i(E), l)(Bi(F) A Bt(E),a), (B-i(F) A Bi(E), l),(B-i(F) A B9(E),a x ), (B±i(F) A B9(E), 1 ),(Bt(F)
